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The

rational element has found

Sensation and The Outer World. ..A. Binet.
Idealism and Realism. Editor

to action.
.

.

.No. 83.

No.

ceeds in the above-mentioned essay to discuss the interesting ques-

between human sensation and its normal
No resemblance is predicable, mainexcitant, the external world.
tains M. Binet, between the perceptions of consciousness and the
bodies that exist beyond us. Doctrines enunciating such resemblance, the author declares fallacious, and terms them " crude and
naive realisms." This fallacy, however, is widely prevalent in
Physicists and philosophers still hold that the definitive
science.
explanation of natural phenomena is a mechanical explanation,
wherein the concepts of mass and force are the ultimate and funtion of the relation

fail to

tive character of sensations.

;

translate,

thus, they explain the

merely,

sensations

which seem to us
phenonenon of sound by the

merely substituting, thereby, a visual
This leads the author to
discuss the supreme importance of the visual sense in the investiof a vibration

The

filial

relation to

its

the affectional

;

expression in beneficent

God forms an

abiding motive

faculty of reason and the sentiment of love ensure

;

sensation for an auditory sensation.

81, 84.

Interesting essays in moral physiology, abounding in citations

from history and science

in support of the positions taken.

News About the Planets and the Moon.

.

..No. 80.

This constitutes a survey of the latest astronomical observations.
It includes a brief account of the canals on the surface of
Mars, with their various attendant phenomena
Jupiter

;

nomena

the temperature of the

moon

;

the rotation of

;

and the strange light-phe-

recently observed in the neighborhood of Saturn.

SOCIOLOGY AND ECONOMICS.
Henry

and

Corbespondence

Upon the Doctrine of

George
barrow

Land

Taxation.

The

WheelNo. 73

George

of one kind into sensations of another kind,

more precise
phenomenon

expression in generalization, in

of ethical codes

ethical perfection.

recognize, in this, the purely subjec-

They

We find these

Passions AND Manias. Felix L. Oswald, M.D. Nos.

upon the impropriety of
excluding metaphysical questions from the domain of science, proBinet, after having animadverted

They

which correspond-

84.

Dreams, Sleep and Consciousness.

damental data.

its

men

element, the element of Love, has found
altruism, wherein the

PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY.

M.

to

motives interacting, each predominant in their respective spheres.
the formation by far seeing

Review

;

ing motives of utility, egoism, and altruism belong.

Henry

Nos. 79, 80, 82, 84.

by Wheelbarrow, touching the doctrines of
The
Henry George, have evoked much comment and discussion.
main bulk of the correspondence relative to this question, remains
showing the wide-spread interest taken in the
still unpublished
subject, and the undoubted popularity of Mr. George's theories.
The main endeavor of our correspondents seems directed towards
demonstrating Wheelbarrows ignorance and misunderstanding of
the great economist's position.
This Wheelbarrow seeks to refute
criticisms

;

gation of
is

phenomena

held forth

;

;

the possibility of a purely auricular science

the author shows that the ear, by noting the qualities

of sound, can solve miinerical problems.

Thus, the progression of

human knowledge is accompanied by a progresion of human capaThe future will transform our sciences it may transform

bilities.

;

in a letter in

No.

82.

our senses.
Sensation and the
granted, are different.
ternal objects

is

phenomena
But does

it

of the external world,

is

follow that knowledge of ex-

therefore impossible

traversing the wire of a telephone

it

?

The

electrical

phenomenon

bears no resemblance to the

spoken words thrown against the mouth-piece in the shape of airwaves no more so than does sensation the external object. Yet
At'e not
is communication by means of a telephone impossible ?
the spoken words reproduced at the other end of the line in subPreservation of
stantially the form in which they were received ?
form is all that is necessary and this is possible even where there
It is a contradiction to demand
is no superficial resemblance.
that knowledge should be other than it is.
Cognition does not,
need
and
woi, go beyond sensation.
In Numbers 82 and 83 two interesting letters appear, discussing questions raised by the articles of Dr. G. M. Gould upon
Dreams, Sleep, and Consciousness practical studies upon the
psychology of consciousness.
;

;

—

HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL.
The Dilemma of Double Allegiance.
Trumbull
The

Gen. M. M.
No.

81.

by Gen. Trumbull is opportune. Its tone and
position is commendable.
Amid the chauvinistic fanfaronade of
demagogic statesmen and bellicose newspapers, evoked by petty
irritations over Samoa coal-stations and bait for cod-fish, the
thoughtful citizen of foreign birth must often feel the appalling
meaning that the problem of double allegiance embodies. " What
is the ethics of patriotism that must guide us in case of actual
war ?" " The duty of men embarassed by the ties of double allearticle

giance," says Gen. Trumbull, "

is to stand bravely by the republic
whatever comes, but they ought to unite their moral and political
influence to promote the settlement of all international disputes by
peaceful arbitration." The question has excited much comment,
from the press throughout the country.
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THE UNIVERSAL FAITH.

T.

B.

WAKEMAN.

In the remarkable discussion* between Frederick

Harrison, the English Headcentre of the Comtists,

and Prof. Thomas H. Huxley, the distinguished scientist, and the originator of the happy term " Agnostic," the most noteworthy passage is the following
which we may call Prof. Huxley's Profession of Faith.
" That a

man

vice of humanity

under that name
word, his religion

should determine to devote himself to the ser-

— including
;

'*

and

to

emphasize by a

fair

^

and moral self-culture,"
it

And

am

I

think, a laud-

greatly disposed to believe that

human

race endures."

explication of

some

The religion it describes as " devoted to the service of humanity," and " including" as its means " inwhich, as

self-

Dollars per Yeai
Single Copies, iq cts.

of its implications.

tellectual

I

Two

;

peat,

culture

intellectual

not only an intelligible, but,

is

as

seems,

really true

all

is

the religion

upon

sensible people ought to agree

and good.

Such general agreement

it is

the only religion which will prove itself to be unassailably acceptable as long as the

(

1889.

25,

that this should be, in the proper sense of the

—

able resolution.

and moral

Science.

by the Nineteenth Century Club, of New York, of
which he was the founder and president. The Statement of the Universal, Monistic, Republican Religion
in that address excited an interest which has called
for further exposition, and no text could be more
timely than the precious words above quoted from the
Father of the Agnostics a text, which we wish to re-

A MONISTIC, POSITIVE, HUMAN, CONSTRUCTIVE RELIGION.
BY

AA^ith

Prof. Huxley.

This frank and noble statement by the great Scia prize, to be careentific Agnostic is indeed a jewel
;

general complete and verifiable nature
make'fe it at once synonymous with the general and
universal faith or religion to be taught and practiced

added

to its

by man

— in

a

word with the Positive and Monistic

Religion of Science.

up out of a discussion otherwise to be
regretted, because tending to dissever and dissipate
influences and efforts which might cooperate to realize

Next, it is evident, and is admitted, that this religion in order to include " intellectual self-culture," must

that self-same religion.

rest Lipon that

fully treasured

That

and that it is the substance of The Universal Faith which ought to influence
intelligent people, has been for years the solid conviction of a number of those who adhere to the American Secular Union, who have been largely influenced
by the works of Auguste Comte, and who are known
as "Republican or American Positivists," but who
have no connection with, and are in no wise recognized
(except in their anathema) by the Comtist Papacy of
which Pierre Lafitte (Peter the First) is grand Pontiff
at Paris, and of which Dr. Richard Congreve and Mr.
Frederick Harrison are the most distinguished Engthis

statement

is

true,

Hierophants.

lish

One

of the best

known

of this

Republican School

of

Positive Religionists was Mr. Courtlandt Palmer,

of

New

not only

York, whose recent decease has been regarded
b}'

them, but by the liberal elements of our

country generally, as an irreparable loss. The Open
Court gave a friendly and appreciative recognition of
the

religious views of Mr.

publishing (No.

71,

that subject at the
* Reprinted in The

York

City.

Palmer on the occasion

Jan. 31,

i88g)

my

Memorial Meeting held

Truth

Scckt-r,

of

address on
in his

and The Popular Science

honor

first

is

true, that

is,

upon

Science, in-

step, satisfy the

head hy

its truth.

Again, this religion, in order to " include moral
self-culture," must rest upon morals and duty as disthat is, moral
conduct sanctioned by the intentions, motives, and
emotions. This religion must also, therefore, by its
culture of the intentions and emotions satisfy, educate,
and enoble the heart.
Lastly, this religion is to determine its believers to

tinguished from police or forceful laws

:

We

devote themselves "to the service of humanit}'."
may spell the last word with a little h, when we consider the dark side of human nature, as the Professor

does in the words about " apes " etc., which follow
our text or we may spell it with a capital H, when
;

we

Humanity

consider the good in

as a basis of his-

and social evolution, as Comte showed us how
to do, as Mr. Harrison has done in his " Meaning of
History," and as Herbert Spencer (our philosophic
Balaam) has proved it the right thing to do, in his

torical

Sociology.

What
Mottthly, New-

which

stead of notions which are unverifiable or unknowable
In a word, this religion must, at its
to the intellect.

is

the result?

Why, we have

" a religion "

on

hand again, with the same problems and very similar

THE OPEN COURT.
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Comte gave
when we began to study Positivism 30 years ago
The three H's and the three F's still confront us, viz.:
The Head must have a true Philosophy.
The Heart must have a satisfying Poesy.
The Hand must have a beneficent Polity.
solutions, that the terrible, " asphyxiating "

us

:

Hs

are to be reasonably devoted by " selfAll these
culture " to the service of humanity as the evolutional,

and moral source, centre, test, aim, object, and
The clear head the loving heart and the
Such seems to be the substance of the
helping hand
new religion by whomsoever stated, and under whatever name. How, for instance, does this programme
Why may
differ from that of the Agnostic Professor?
social,

joy of

all.

:

not

all

—

Scientists,

Socialists,

;

;

Agnostics, Positivists, Secularists,

and Reformers and well-wishers

kind agree in his statement of the

new

of their

religion

?

To

so agree in- a frank, practical, and honest, instead of a
personal and disputatious spirit would certainly be the
first

step of a great advance towards

The next

its realization.

would be to settle the three P's, so
far at least, as to have a working base and method
and in so doing, we would have that inquiry under an
intellectual and moral guide, (inz., the service, that is,
the good and glory of humanity,) the effect of which
would almost of itself ensure, as to the result, a mighty
power of agreement. For, under this scientific human
test, the questions to be asked and answered are only
two: I. Is it true? 2. Is it good? That is, does our
step

;

subjective agree with the objective order

;

our thoughts

with things and their facts, laws, and processes. If so,
do these, our ideas, notions, and feelings, care for and
tend towards the good of the individual and the race?
I. If we apply these tests to the first question
Which is the true Philosophy? ought the Scientific, and
therefore the intelligent world, to differ much about
the substantial answer? The scientific method of verification stands firm. There is the Copernican Astronomy with its improvements from Bruno and Galileo
there are the immensities of
to the Lick telescope
space and time, and within them the "phenomenal"
changes which we sense and call "matter": these
changes are found .to be correlates of each other, and
Each
the law of "the equivalence of forces" results.
change is the centre of changes correlative in its environment and which extend by similar correlations in
ever widening circles as we trace them, until they are
:

:

lost in

the

infinite.

Thus

science leaves us only a

Monistic world.

These things being

so, everj'

other philosophy, ex-

is ousted.
There is
between the correlates (which
are the " causes " of each other) in which a god, spook,
or entity, or miracle of any kind can be found or inserted. But the world, or universe, is conceivable only

cept the correlative or scientific,

no crack or cranny

left

as infinite.

There

room

then, no place or

is,

for

cau-

sative or creative beings, within, before, or outside of
" Miracles

the world.

do not happen."

It

follows that

theological and metaphysical philosophies are ex-

all

cluded by the simplest and most general facts and
laws of science, and that a scientific classification of

knowledge

scientific

the only correlative', that

is

is

the only scientific, monistic, and positive philosophy

To achieve this philosoph)', which is the
knowable explanation of our world, is the greatest
triumph of our race.
It is no answer to this conclusion to say, as Professor Huxley seems to do, that Comte tried to elaborate this philosophy, and that he did not know enough
to do it well.
To the great scientists who make this
" It is
reproach the answer falls with crushing force
your duty to supply, as speedily as possible, the defects of his time and his personal limitations, instead
of tr}'ing to discredit the philosophy itself and the
good work he may have done towards it." Even Mr.
Spencer thought it well to borrow from Comte the
fundamental words " sociology " and " altruism," and
it does not appear that " synthetic " or " cosmic," is
possible.

:

better than "positive" or "correlative" or " monistic"
as a trade

losophy.

mark of the new unitary and scientific phiThe trouble with the Spencerian and Fiskian

philosophy

he

may

is

that

Comte,

ph}'sical.

be,

it is

and metaand crude as

essentiallj' dualistic

insufficient, verbose,

avoided their capital error

:

he no inhere

His ultimate is one, unbreaks the back of the world.
itary, correlative universe, of which the highest correlate,

and outcome,

flower,

is

operative unitary power of the
this

one

ht/?nan love,

human

race.

the co-

Upon

two aspects: i. As obman and 2. As subjective
e., subservient to man, he

infinite world, in its

jective or the

"Not

I

" to

;

or related to the " I,"

/.

founds the future of the

human

race.

All science since

As long as the exthe mighty foundation he

his daj' has confirmed this position.
tent, unity,

and grandeur

of

laid for the future activity of

Humanity remains unrec-

ognized, blaming his style and magnifying the defects

ignorance and of his personality, can justly excite
more than contempt. Just as Kant, and all the
thinkers between Hume and Comte, are to be underof his
little

stood,

if

at

all,

in relation to that great "sceptic," so

Spencer and all of the scientists since Comte must
have him and his work as their background to make
any solid philosophical and moral sense of their works.
For without some unity, some correlative outline,
sustaining the true and good, they are only disjointed
and incoherent chunks of intellectual and moral anarchy
ending in " Administrative Nihilism," as Prof. Huxley
has admirably proved in his essay under that title.
Since the old divine and spook philosophies went out
under the light of correlation, Spencer and the special

1

HE OPEN

have done invaluable work, but its philosophic
value seems to be that they have been (often unconscientists

the unitar}'

commentators upon, and amenders of
positive philosophy which Comte founded,

and which

still

sciously) useful

stands as the base of the scientific
.

philosophy upon which any religion satisfactory to the
intellectual and moral nature of man must rest.
This
is so, because it first gave philosophic meaning to the
four fundamental corner stones or conceptions of such
a philosophy and its consequent religion, z'iz.:
a) The relativity of human knowledge, and its consequent limitation to the correlative and phenomenal
as the knowable.

b)

The

reaching from

classification of the sciences,

the distant

homogeneous nebulae through

the domains

of astronomy, physics, chemistrj^, biolog}', sociology,

and ethics to individual psychology and morals.
c) The evolution of human history and civilization,
revealing a progressive order through fetichism, sabeanism (astrolatry), polytheism, monotheism, pantheism, to positive monism, with consequent humanism,
social and moral.
d) The conception of humanity as a great social organic being, acting in continuity (as above stated, in
history) and in solidarity under international law and
politics, and so ideally and practically becoming a
criterion and test of political and moral action to mankind.
e) The superstructure upon these corner stones can
be none other than the new religion, the Monistic
Universal Faith
the Religion of Science, and Hu;

manity.
After years of consideration of the attacks of " Spencer and Co." upon these corner stones the verdict

be in the words of Mill and Bain

in

must

regard to their

at-

tacks upon his Classification of the Sciences, that they
"have made out no case." Since Comte's day the
great laws of correlation and evolution have made

these corner stones immovable.

second thought

of

Is

it

not time for the

this generation to'

end

all

or idle criticisms, and to begin the practical

constructing, teaching, and living the
2.

If so,

we

new

work

of

religion?

are called to pass from the Philosophy

to the Poesy or Art of the

new

Faith, that

is, its

faction of the emotional nature of man.
test questions,

envious

'What

is

true.

What

is

satis-

Under

the

good,' in this

domain, the answers agree generally, that the objects
of art are the culture, enjoyment, and education of
our heart or emotional nature. All agree further as
to the prime importance of this culture, for "out of

COURT.

when

it

•585

plays with facts."

jective truth

must be

the ideally true.

That

The imagination

compact" and makes hy

all

is,

inviolable.

iis

the scientific, ob-

The

true in art is
" bodies forth things

poesy

(n-o;eu)

an ideal

world for the culture, enoblement, and pleasure of
man. By music he flies to a higher life Here we
have the method by which falsehood, and theosophic
!

and metaphysical fog are ousted out of art, and the
whole range of its creative powers is enobled by the
resultant good and joy and glory of man.
Thus, for instance, the grand expansion of our
cosmic emotions in natural poetry, in landscape-painting and gardening, by which the feelings lead the intellect in annexing the Cosmos to Man, is but the
heart's reading and prophesy of the new monistic and
natural philosophy on its aesthetic side.
A similar expansion of art in. the human and hisworld attends the extension of the theory of
we have it scientized in
Kant, Herder, Condorcet, Comte, Guizot, and Spencer.

torical

the evolution of civilization as

human

This new cosmic and
predecessor of the

umphing

new

in architecture,

which

feeling,

religion, is

is

so manifestly'

the
tri-

sculpture, poetry, painting

and music, that the new life, the free human life it
creates, is demanding a newer and a better polity by
ever renewing political agitations, if not revolutions.
3. We are thus brought to the third, the practical
and social domain which the new religion will gradually transform.

What

will

be the Polity of the

fu-

Unless we are to stumble on
blindly, we are to take such answer as historical and
social evolution indicates. The Germanic, Anglo-Saxon,
American peoples, and their advanced philosophers
ture?

is

the question.

and leaders, believe that the future indicated is the
Federative Commonwealth, resting upon cooperative
democracies enjoying "home rule," of which the Swiss
and American Republics are, so far, our best prototypes, but far enough from perfect.
Comte, on the contrary, following the traditions of
the Latin races and his own catholic and loyal descent,
and influenced largely by De Maistre's powerful book
on

'

The

Pope,' took

his elaboration

that

it

its

for granted at the

outcome must be

beginning of
a

grand

re-

Papacy with science as its creed, a Pope
the civilized world at Paris, and a temporal power

vival of the
of

divided into countries so small that they could never,
like the Princes of the Middle Ages, make any practical resistance to the Pontiff, the

and minds

of

his race,

Lord

and therefore

of the hearts

of their lot

and

fate.

the per-

We have pointed out that the laws of correlation and

manent, the temporal and transitory only the symbol,
as Goethe tells us in closing Fatcst, and in so many
other beautiful ways and places. "The imagination,
says he, "is indeed a grand faculty, but I like it not

evolution have in substance confirmed the philosophy
and poesy that Comte founded would that the truth

the heart are the issues of life": the ideal

is

;

could be admitted with equal frankness that those laws
have vetoed for ever the/(';7« of the Positive Polity that

THE OPEN COURT
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Comte proposed.

In a

word

this papal business in all

wholly wrong that is,
it is wrung or twisted out of the true course of human
evolution.
It is an anachronism, a fossil made to or-

its letter, spirit,

der.

Very

and purpose

like the

is

attempt of the

:

Mormons

to re-es-

Utah is this attempt
and reform the Hierarchal Papacy of the Mid-

tablish the patriarchal polity in
to recall

This

dle Ages.

Mormon

original with him,
less true

is

illustration of Prof. Huxley,
an old one with us, but none the

and instructive.

We

cannot go over the case

Had Comte been of German, English, or
American parentage and education his papal polit}?
would never have been dreamt of. As Mill has pointed
out in his review of Comte, this polity is reached by
defying evolution. It ignores the political meaning of
Protestantism and the consequent revival of the temporal powers, with attendant mental, emotional, and
religious liberty,
clearly indicating, as theology and
metaphysics decline more and more, the rise of the
"Federation of Mankind and the Parliament of the
World." Comte's polity w&s p;'e/iisto?-ically defeated
by the victory of Hermann over the Romans, of Luther
over the Pope, of Elizabeth over the Armada, and of
Wolfe over Montcalm, at Quebec. The sceptre has
forever passed from the Latin races and their imperial
and papal politics, to the peoples themselves, who are
at length.

—

organizing as cooperative, social, democratic, representative republics the world over.
The best thing
the Latin nations of Europe can do

is to fall

into the

Latin descendants in Central
and South America have done, and as France is trying

republican
to do.
of

line, as their

That

all

clearly indicates that the separation

the temporal and spiritual powers of which

writes so approvingly will evolve as a fact

Comte

—

a fact not
Papacy, which is, and
must from its nature ever be, an incubus upon all
minds and hearts. The law and the aspirations of
mankind are towards universal, mental, and emotional
liberty.
This can only result from the limiting of government to "home rule" in temporal affairs, administered by democracies, and yet federated so as to
form an invincible republic.
The early Christians by their " kingdom not of this
world," did for a time sever the two powers and free
the heart and soul of man from the Roman temporal
empire, but soon Constantine gave them over to the
papal empire which, still worse, crushed the very
brains and hearts of men. The law of evolution points
not back to either of these oppressors, but forward to
the " Federated Republic " of the civilized peoples,
whose glory it will be to secure the greatest possible
freedom of mind and heart and body, and at the same
time the most extended and useful administration of
at all possible

human

under any form

Comte nor

to see.

position in

history,

with their backs to the light

;

but the conversion (turn-

seems, yet to be made. The first duty
they owe to their great master is to reverse his great
evolutional error.
It is that error with its spirit and
about) has,

it

concomitants, which defeats their good objects, and

makes

whole movement disgusting not only

their

to

Mr. Spencer and Prof. Huxley but to thousands, who
would otherwise gladly aid them the world over.

When

the Republic takes the place of their

programme, they

in their

Papacy

will be the great benefactors

humanity. Until then they can only play, under evothe part of Charles Lamb's antiquated friend
who never could " keep abreast with his age, but was
nevertheless dragged along in the procession."
In the meantime, as James Parton, our biographer
of

lution,

Ninteenth Century Club, in his
Religion, "the proper
and practical religion of a citizen of the United States
is, in the first instance, The United States of America."
of Voltaire, told the

lecture on

The Coming Man's

For us the new religion takes hold right

there.

Through

their republics the people will regulate, administer,

protect, but without an organization of the

how can they
moral

and

new religion,

acquire the motive, " the intellectual and

self -culture," to

perform those functions wisely?

That question we leave to The Open Court, as an
exponent of the New Faith, to answer, if it can or will.

of

affairs.

All this neither

He awarded

to the United States a
merely " colonial," and had no
evolutionar}^ conception of what the modern world
had been about in politics since the Middle Ages. His
influence has, therefore, been ;/// or retrograde. Hope
there has been that Frederick Harrison would turn the
Comtist faces to the future, and not permit evolution
to force them into the ideal heaven unwillingly and

been able

his disciples

have ever

PERSONALITY— INDIVIDUALITY— CONSCIOUSNESS.
BY TH. RIBOT.
Translated from the French by

yvXv*

above all necessary to explain what in psychological language is understood by the term " perIt

son."

is

Person,

is

the individual clearly conscious of

and acting accordingly it is the highest form of
individualit}'. Metaphysical psychology exclusively re-

itself,

;

man but while attemptmerely supposes an ego
that is a complete unity, simple and identical. This,
however, is the mere semblance of a definite solution of the problem.
Unless we attribute to this ego
serves this characteristic for

ing to explain the same,

a supernatural origin,

how

it is

it

;

it

will

be necessary to explain,

born, and from what lower form

it

proceeds.

Experimental psychology does not propose the
problem in the same manner, or treat it according to
Experimental psychology learns
the same methods.
from natural scientists that in many instances it is
* Les Maladies de la personnaliti.

Paris, FtSlis Aican.

<
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determine the characteristics of individualeven of those creatures that are by far less complex than those of persons.
Hence it mistrusts any
purely simple solution, and, far from regarding the
difficult to
ity,

question as settled, as
close of

it

were, at the

first

onset, at the

researches, views the very problem itself

its

and laborious investiga-

as rather the result of long

but natural that the representatives of the old school, after once having lost their true
bearings, should groundlessly accuse the adepts of the
tions.

new

Therefore,

it is

But on

school of actually purloining their ego.

and methods have now beall
mutual understanding

either side both language

come

so

different

that

,

two hypotheses,

;

and

mercy

the

at

of

all

times,

admit so-called " unconscious states," although they were but an ambiguous, half-contradictory

The modern hypothesis
ical terms, as states of the

tions.

issue.

liminary question

:

what

In answer to this

is

Like

individual?

much debated

Yet

question

it is

here

this is only

all

no consciousness

sion of an organism

;

is

the expres-

in conformity with the latter,

it is

complex and unified.
animated beings, we see
always formed through

either low, simple, incoherent, or

Descending the whole

series of

the psychic individual

is

or less complete fusion of

"A colonial consciousness"

more simple
is

the cooperation of local consciousnesses.

modern

indi-

created through

The

dis-

naturalists, in this respect are of

the utmost importance to psychology, because they

sciousness.
It

whether the human
a whole
by coalition, the extreme complexity of which veils
from us its origin, and whose origin would remain impenetrable, if the existence of elementary forms did not
throw a certain light upon the mechanism of this fusion.
In fact, the human personality is an aggregated
whole, a complex. In order to know it, we must analize
it
but the analysis here is fatally artificial, because
it disjoins groups of phenomena, which do not merely

prompted

not also,

to ask,

tin

tout de coalition

—

;

stand in juxtaposition, but are really coordinate, their
relation being not of simple simultaneousness, but of

And

work of analysis
is altogether indispensable and we must severally undertake to investigate the organic, emotional, and intellectual conditions of personality, at the same time laying due stress on occurring anomalies and disorders.

reciprocal dependance.

yet, this

but only states of con-

latter are the reality.

idle to

define consciousness as

merely

a.

:

"the

datum

of

Physiology teaches that its
production is always associated with some activity of the
nervous system, particularly of the brain. The reverse,
however, does not take place. All psychic activity certainly implies nervous activity, still, all nervous activity
nervous
does by no means imply psychic activity

—

peradded.

are

in general,

observation, a final fact.

tivity.

itself is

The

would be

the lowest step of the ladder.

Thus we

hypothesis at

must be
There does not exist will
and in a like manner there is

fact of being conscious," for this is

completely transform the problem of personality. The
from
latter henceforth must be studied from below

—

of the

general terms, consciousness

in general, but volitions,

person

nervous system, and not in

resolved into concrete data.

gations prove that the psj'chic individual

coveries of

more

simpler, clearer,

one side

sufficient to observe, that careful physiological investi-

more

is

consistent. It expresses the unconscious in physiolog-

Personality, being the highest form of psychic in-

viduals.

old hy-

was radically unable to explain
the unconscious life of spirit. For a long while it even
entirely overlooked the problem, yet later was compothesis, at

dividuality, there spontaneously arises another pre-

the

The

circumstances.

ps}'chological terms, as latent ideas, or non-felt sensa-

its totalit}'.

how

appearing or disappearing,

conditions of existence,

expedient.

without assuming to treat the subject in

are here confronted by

the old hypothesis, which re-

:

gards consciousness as the basic property of soul, as
the essence of spirit ; and the modern hypothesis, that
regards consciousness as a phenomenon, superadded
as an event, having its own
to the cerebral activity

pelled to

sonalitj-, yet

to wit

inter-

clearly understand the

We

nature of consciousness.

be necessary, even at the risk of increasing
the already extant confusion, to investigate what
teratical, morbid, or simply rare cases can teach us
concerning the formation and disorganization of per-

we must

pretation of facts,

henceforth will be impossible.
It will

upon the exposition and

entering

Before
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activity being far

more extended than

Consciousness, accordingly,

In other terms,

we have

to

is

ps5'chic ac-

something su-

bear in mind, that every

Qomplex event, conditioned
by a particular state of the nervous system. This nervous process is not an accessory but an essential part
of the event, and, moreover, is its basis and fundamental condition. As soon as produced, the event
exists /;/ itself; as soon as consciousness is added to it,
the event exists by itself. Consciousness completes and
state of consciousness is a

perfects the event, but does not constitute the same.

This hypothesis easily explains
tions of psychic
litions,

life,

how

all

manifesta-

sensations, desires, feelings, vo-

memories, reasonings, inventions,

ternately be conscious and unconscious.

etc.,

There

may
is

al-

noth-

ing mysterious in these alternations, since in all cases
the essential conditions, /. e., the physiological conditions,

ever remain the same, and consciousness

perfectionment.

is

but a

XHE OPEN
Yet,

why

is

perfectionment sometimes super-

this

COURT.

it is

not the question of this, but simply of the well-

added, and at other times lacking?

known

phenomenon itself there was
not something more when consciousness is present
than when it is absent, we should indirectly adjudge

or as

If in

the physiological

victory to the adverse hypothesis. Could

it

be proved

that every time certain physiological conditions exist,
consciousness will appear; that whenever they disappear, the former disappears and whenever they vary,
;

also consciousness varies

—this would no longer be an
We

hypothesis, but actually a scientific truth.
still

are

all

itself will

events,

we may be

sure that consciousness

not furnish these revelations.

As Maudsley
same moment

consciousness at the
cannot be effect and cause, cannot be itself and its
molecular antecedents. It lives but for a moment, and
cannot through a direct intuition return backward as
far as its own immediate physiological antecedents;
justly observes,

—

and moreover, to go back to its material antecedents,
would be to lay hold of, not itself, but its own cause.
At the present moment it would be chimerical to
attempt even a broad determination of the necessary
and Sufficient conditions of the apparition of consciousness.
We know, indeed, that the cerebral circulation, in the double relation of the quantity and
quality of the blood,

A

is

a matter of great importance.

is furnished by experiments,
performed upon the heads of recently beheaded animals. Psychometric researches demonstrate every day
that the state of consciousness the more it is complex,
requires proportionately a greater length of time, and
on the contrary, that automatic acts whether primitive or acquired and the rapidity of which is extreme do not enter into consciousness. We may,
moreover, admit that the apparition of consciousness

striking proof of this

—

—

is

attached to the period of disassimilation of the ner-

vous

tissue, as

Herzen

distinctly has

shown.*

these results, however, are only partial conquests
the scientific knowledge of the genesis of a

enon supposes the determination

of

All
;

but,

phenom-

all its essential

The imminent

future, perhaps, will furnish these.

In the meantime, in order to corroborate our hypoth-

be more profitable to prove, that it alone
explains, not purely a condition, but the principal charit

will

acter of consciousness,

from the outset

to

serve that here

it is

—

avoid

ititermission.

all

equivocation,

I

may

ob-

not the question of the discontin-

among

themselves.

state of consciousness has its limits which, while

allowing

time

In order

its

uity of the states of consciousness

Each

it

ways think."

to associate

with the others, at the same

will protect their respective individualities.

its

"

interruptions,

Man

does not

al-

true that this assertion has been

It is

contradicted by the majority of metaphysicians. As
a matter of fact they never have furnished any proof

support of their thesis, and as all appearances
it, the onus probandi would legitimately
seem to be incumbent on the former. Their whole
argumentation reduces itself to maintaining that since
soul is essentially thinking, it is impossible that confor the

are against

even when there remains no trace of it in the memory.
But this is simply begging the question, since the hypothesis maintained by us contests precisely their maTheir alleged proof is definitively but a
jor premise.
deduction drawn from a contested hypothesis. Leaving
aside

all

in itself.

« /r/i^r/ solutions let us examine the question
Let us leave aside the cases of syncope, pro-

voke.d anaesthesia, epileptic vertigo, coma, etc., and

abide by what

is

more common, more frequent,

to wit

the psychic state during sleep.

One has maintained

no sleep without
and a
of the above-mentioned principle, that
the soul always thinks. The sole argument of fact that
they can plead, is to the effect, that sometimes the
sleeper, addressed or questioned, may answer in a sufficiently pertinent manner, and at his waking will have

dreams but
consequence
;

this

is

that there

is

a purely theoretic assertion,

no recollection of the matter. Still, this fact alone
does not justify any general conclusion and to the
theory of the metaphysicians physiology opposes another.
Physiology lays stress on the fact that the life
the one of relof every organ comprises two periods
:

ative rest or assimilation, the other of activity or dis-

assimilation

;

that the brain

makes no exception

to

law and that experience shows, how the duration
of sleep at different times and in the different circumstances of life stands in direct ratio to the craving of
this

assimilation.

The cause

the losses sustained

;

of

is

the necessity of repairing

making

nutritive circulation

upon functional circulation. During the state
being awake the brain consumes more of materials

Here

of

than the blood furnishes, so that oxidation soon diminishes and along with it the excitability of the ner-

vous

tissue.

The experiments

vuc FItilosophiquc, Vol. VII,
1879.

p. 35;

nd La

of

Preyer prove that
when through

sleep then will overtake the subject,

prolongated activity the substance of the brain, like
that of a fatigued muscle, is encumbered with a quan-

waste material {detritus). Even the presence of these products at a given moment will stop the
cerebral activity, and the latter does not reappear betity of acid

fore rest has allowed the complete elimination of these

waste products.
Rome,

:

follow

conditions.

esis,

has

said in, popular parlance

sciousness should not exist on any degree whatever,

very far from this point.

At

fact that consciousness

is

It

must be admitted,

that complete,

Cot:dizioi,c /is.

absolute sleep, without dreams,

is

the exception

;

but

THE OPEN
that

actually occurs, and not unfrequently, suffices to

it

COURT.

their great
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French predecessor. They

all

together be-

unknowability of absolute existence, of

establish the intermittent character of consciousness.

lieve in the

The last point to be examined is the theory that
regards consciousness as a phenomenon. The theory
is the offspring of the following basic principle in phy-

the unconditioned, of that which lies beyond

siology

:

" Reflex-action

is

sisof allps^'chic activity."

a t3'pe of nervous

and the ba-

Those who regard conscious-

ness as a phenomenon, have sometimes defended their
theory in a form that has caused them to be called the

They

theorists of pure automatism.

phenomenon

their " conscious

"

to

love to compare

the flying sparks

from a steam-engine, lighting it up for an instant, but
having no effect upon its speed. This may sound well
enough purely as a metaphor, but would be an exaggerated and inexact view of the real efficacy of consciousness.

Even from

the

survival of the

exclusive point

fittest,

of

view of

the

the apparition of conscious-

ena,

philosophy of positive science. They did not succeed
from mysticism. They all are Ag-

in liberating us

nostics.

M. Comte observes*
the mass

:

the Theological (or Supernatural), the Meta-

physical and the Positive.
In the theological phase the

mind explains phe-

mythological way as the productions of
supernatural agents. In the metaphysical phase the

nomena

in a

supernatural agents are set aside for abstract forces
and entities. In the positive phase the mind, convinced

enquiry into causes and essences,

of the futility of all

restricts itself to the

observation and classification of

to the discovery of the invariable re-

phenomena, and

Through consciousness experience which is an
adaptation of a higher order, became possible. But we

lations of succession

have not now to investigate its origin. Very ingenuous and clever hypotheses have been advanced on
this subject, which all belong to the domain of metaphysics, and which experimental psychology refrains
from discussing, while simply accepting consciousness

that there are three phases of

intellectual evolution, for the individual as well as for

ness upon earth constitutes a fact of the greatest magnitude.

phenom-

failed in their aspirations to present a

and thus

and similitude which things bear

word, to the discovery of the laws
of phenomena. "The metaphysician," M. Comte says,
"believes he can penetrate into the causes and esto

each other

sences of the

in a

:

phenomena around him, while

the posi-

recognizes his incompetency and limits his efforts to the ascertainment of the laws which regulate
tivist

probable that consciousness has been

the succession of these phenomena."
Between the second and third phase, according to

produced, like every other vital manifestation, at first
only in a rudimentary form and apparently without
But as soon as it left behind a vesgreat efficiency.

M. Comte's definition, there is no other essential difference than the " conviction of the futility of all enquiry into causes and essences." And this conviction

as a datum.
It is highly'

its

M. Comte acthe main doctrine of agnosticism.
cordingly was truly an agnostic before Prof. Huxley

from that moment, undoubtedly, a new chance

invented the term, and before Mr. Spencer wrote his

tige, to constitute in

the animal a

chic sense, to store up
future,

of survival

To

was

its

memory

for the psy-

past for the profit of

the unconscious adaptation, blind, incidental,

dependent on circumstances, there was superadded a
conscious adaptation, dependent upon the animal itand
self, more certain and more rapid than the former
;

in reality this conscious adaptation has shortened the

work of selection. Such has been the part played
by consciousness in the development of the psychic life.

AGNOSTICISM AND AUGUSTE COMTE'S POSITIVISM.
The positive philosophy of Auguste Comte has
been most severel}' attacked in England by those who
should have hailed the French thinker as their best
ally and co-worker, by Mr. J. S. Mill, Mr. Herbert
Spencer and Professor Huxley. And yet all three are
inspired, like Mr. Comte, with an arduous and holy
tism

;

all

stranger
Prof.

human mind from

traditional

dogma-

three have devoted their lives to establish a

new philosophy
still,

of radical free thought.

all

three, especially

Huxley, are entangled

All the difference between M. Comte
on the one hand and agnostic thinkers on the other
They are like sectarian
are of secondary importance.
divergencies among denominations of the same creed.
We consider as M. August Comte's greatest merit
aside from his ardent enthusiasm for truth in philosophic enquiry, and for reform in our state of society the invention of the term "positive" which is
But we do not understand
a very expressive word.

First Principles.

effected.

zeal to free the

is

in the

But what

is

Mr. Spencer and
very same error as

—

—

as does M. Comte, any limitation of
understand by " positive " the

by

" positive,"

the

human mind.

We

monistic view of a unitary conception of the world.
Positivism, as we should express ourselves, recognizes that the so-called phenomena are positive facts,
that there are neither causes nor essences behind them,
that Absolute Existence or the Unconditioned, or the

Metaphisical (or by whatever name the Unknowable
called) are chimerical nonentities, self-contra-

may be

dictory conceptions, and impossibilities.
*

Compare "Comte's Philosophy

of the Sciences," by G. H.

Lewes, pp.
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By

man becomes familiar with the
The facts of existence are no phe-

experience only

facts of existence.

nomenal sham; they

are real, and

knowledge means

resentative metaphysical philosopher.

"

In truth

it

was

This

helped

if

we

we can

are told that

never know anything about the causes and essences of
things and that the Unconditioned is an inaccessible
province which we should not attempt to enter. This
view which is so excellently and adequately called
agnosticism, appears from our conception of positivism,
as a transition from the metaphysical to a truly posiphase.

tive

the last remnant of dualism.

It is

In

the philosophical conception of agnosticism, the metaphysical essences have faded into vague unknowabil-

and

disappear entirely as soon as the idea of
absolute existence is recognized as untenable ground
ities

will

as soon as philosophy

is

conceived as a unitary con-

ception of the facts of reality.

p. c.

?

Mr.

Wakeman

has referred to Prof. Huxley's Prochurch appropriate

to that faith, the Professor has left us in no doubt, as
will be seen from the following passage from his celebrated article on "Administrative Nihilism "

Tom

Tom

The Open Court

of

Clark's farm and entirely

Clark's labor even to the turning of the

retain a value,

still

which

Tom

Clark's farm or rather farm

who

or

what has produced that

men

single tax

land value.'

call

"

"Tom

Clark will be taxed upon the value of outlying conand this you say is one dollar and a quarter the acre.
no matter
just what Tom will be required to pay taxes on

tiguous land
is

;

;

how many

barns, houses, fences,

however, a saw-mill

is

and the

and

started near by,

may put

he

like

this is

up.

If,

followed by a

wood working factory, and soon a branch railroad comes swooping
down upon him erecting a depot, followed by schoolhouses and a
town hall, additional manufactories and enterprises leading up to
an extensive population until outlying contiguous land is worth
one thousand dollars per acre or more, then Tom will be required
to pay taxes upon this increased valuation.
If this be too great a
tax for profitable farming Mr. Clark can sell his property for a

sum

him

that will abundantly remunerate

labor and capital.
there

for all his outlay

Cleared from superfluous verbosity this

Watters, New Orleans, La.
" Land is that great necessity without which men cannot
S.

The land

trust

the unspoken,

is

demand from
So

exclusive, individual possession of land

es-

is

men

heat a portion of the atmosphere in their

Possession must be guaranteed

houses.

possible for a

the owners of land,

private possession of a portion of the atmosphere

is

In winter

essential.

among

users the last cent they possess for the privilege

Private,

it.

exist.

unwritten, perhaps unconscious,

but nevertheless effective combination

W.

of

is all

land value taxation."

is to

John

sential.

as to the kind of

;

'

that being the value

of using

fession of Faith

Wheelbarrow one question and one

John Mills, New York.

to

PROF. HUXLEY'S CHURCH.

'

Should a cyclone strike

21.

should

site

of agnosticism.
little

ask

wild sod back in the furrow, and

value

are

like to

destroy the results of

as the rep-

Kant who struck the first vigorous blow at the errors
of ontology and the belief in absolute existence, while
M. Comte was still as deep entangled in metaphysicism
as are his English rivals and opponents, the partisans

We

should

I

question only with respect to his article in

March.

the systematical arrangement of experiences.

M. Comte erroneously considered Kant

A. H. Sawyer, Billings, Montana.

man

to

own

air

;

but

who would

think

it

?

E. Brokaw, Bristol, Dakota.
" Let

me

give

him a

little

maxim

as a touch-stone,

which he

:

would be useless and absurd for the State to attempt to promote friendship and
sympathy between man and man directly. But I see no reason
why, if it be otherwise expedient, the State may not do something toward that end indirectly.
For example, I can conceive
the existence of an established church which should be a blessing
to the community a church in which, week by 'week, services
"Again,

I

suppose,

it

is

universally agreed that

it

—

should be devoted, not to the elevation of abstract propositions

rise or fall in proportion to the increase or

Where

and pure living a place in which those who are weary of the
burden of daily cares, should find a moment's rest in the contemplation of the higher life which is possible for all, though attained
by so few a place in which the man of strife and of business
should have time to think how small, after all, are the rewards he
covets compared with peace and charity,
pepend upon it, if such
a church existed, no one would seek to disestablish it."

CORRESPONDENCE.

is

G. Galloway, Dayton, Ohio.

"It

is

not proposed nor inferred by Mr. George to take the

man's farm who works for his own living. But
income which Tom Clark's children may be able
to extort from the children of other men, as rent for the privilege
of living on the earth."
of a

that part of the

monopolized the value

mere speculative

ital

in land,

'

are

'

value.

If

entitled to

'

those

Land values

decrease of population.

rises or falls in proportion to

who have

be protected

This

latter

invested their cap-

in their possession

'

be-

cause of such investment, then the purchaser of a stolen horse
entitled to a similar protection.
J.

If not,

why

not

is

"
?

G. Malcolm.

"On

the George principle of taxation a manlike Mr. Clark

on a farm having no value except the improvements upon
At present such men have to pay
it would have no ta.\es to pay.
local taxes, and tariff taxes, and are burdened with taxes every
time they turn around.
Under George's plan, if his land had not

living

increased in value, only to the extent of the improvements upon

it,

he would not be taxed more than on the purchase price, S200.
This at five per cent, would only be $10 a year. Mr. Clark
probably pays ten times that now every year in tariff taxes alone."
T.

EXTRACTS FROM OUR CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THE SINGLE TAX QUESTION.

whole income

is

:

the expectation of increase or decrease of population.

;

;

J.

land

viz.

in

theology, but to the setting before men's minds of an ideal of true,
just

can easily verify, but which he cannot refute,

W. WiTTLER,

"Now we

Chicago.

single taxers desire to encourage such improve-

and therefore when we apply Mr. George's doctrine of
Tom Clark's farm, we exempt those $300 (this being
Therefore all
the value of the improvements) from all taxation.
the taxes Tom Clark would pay if the single tax were in force
would be on the $200 which represent the value of the farm before any improvements had been put upon it. His portion of taxes
under the single tax system would be (basing my figures on the
ments,

taxation to

THE OPEN
present rate of interest) SS a year.
gain by the change

Let us see

?

;

But what would Tom Clark
remember all taxes outside of

the single tax would be abolished."

W. H. Van Ornum.
The value of the land must still be determined by what it would
be worth were it swept clear of all improvements. In other words,
the improvements being made by Thomas Clark belong to him and
are not considered in determining the value of the land, that equal
right of all is satisfied by allowing Thomas Clark to retain his possession and use, on payment into the public treasury of as much
But if Thomas
as any one of the people would give for such use.
Clark cannot afford to pay as much as some one else cannot put
it to as good a use, he simply sells his improvements to the new
occupant and goes elsewhere. The rights of Thomas Clark are
'

'

—

community are

protected and respected, and the rights of the

sat-

isfied."

Wm.

C. Wood, M. D., Gloversville, N. Y,
"Does not location,
nearness to schoolhouse, factory,
mill, railroad station, market, post office, and church make a dif/.

t?.

,

ference in the value of a farm

and

fences,

Does the erection

?

of buildings

the planting of orchards and the digging of wells as

well as other improvements add to the value of that farm

?

Is not the first

owner

of the

'

'

is

right.

ised the millennium to his disciples.

It

promwas only the other day
clearly

young men were discussing the Panacea' in a very
animated manner. One fine young fellow, a friend of mine, seemed
wounded to the heart because I said that Henry George made such
ridiculous claims for his pet tax.
In point of fact I compared
Henry George's claims to a column and a half of all the ills that
flesh is heir to, with
Pills' above and 'Cures 'em all. Sure,'
below.
A somewhat less sweeping measure, and a somewhat
smaller claim for such measure would have more appearance of
common sense, than a book full of poetry and intenseness in fact,
a book which is simply one long peroration, with the introduction
and the argument promised for some future occasion."
that a few

and may not be for some years to come. Why not ?
For the simple reason that he has nothing which the assessor under the single tax has any right to levy a tax upon."
tax assessor

"P." Chicago, III.
"In fact, while looking so intently at the little quarter section
of land owned by Clark, Wheelbarrow utterly failed to notice the
hundreds of unimproved quarter sections owned by speculators
and lying, some of them quite near to Clark. Now, I suppose that
adjoining Clark's quarter section there was or still is an entire section of land that is held by a resident of some eastern city simply
Meanwhile farmers continue to move westward.
as a speculation.

Why
no

'

;

Theodore P. Perkins, Lynn, Mass.
" Land value in city and country

alike is made by the landed
and the landless alike in proportions impossible to determine.
That is why land owners,' so-called, have no right to take money
for it from other men. That is why all the money, men are willing
to pay for the use of land, apart from improvements, should go
into the public treasury to pay public expenses.
As to the abolition of poverty, that is a side-issue.
The land reform rests on
simple justice, like the other anti-slavery movement. We claim,
however, that the chief cause of poverty is legalized robbery, and
that the legalized robbery which results from private ownership of
land is the most disastrous.
We claim that the free conditions
resulting from the abolition of our iniquitous taxes and the collection of land-rent by the community will have a very strong tendency to make poverty needless and disgraceful."
'

BuELL, Minneapolis, Minn.
would it have been with Tom under the single tax ?
He would have been at liberty to take up any piece of government
land he chose, regardless of the amount, without paying anything
per acre.
He moved on and went to work, no taxes to pay whatever.
The first year he broke up sixty-five acres, for he had sevJ.

"How

it

because there
in

Tom

home ? Oh,
own county a few thousand untilled

not enough good land at

is

Clark's

Why

is it

not

Because it is controlled by speculators who expect to
become wealthy without bestowing honest toil upon it. If Wheelbarrow objects to a tax on farm labor, let him consider the tax
that is daily and hourly levied on the farm laborer in the shape of
an exorbitant price on farm lands. Wheelbarrow is a good prac?

tical joker,

He

but a poor thinker on economic subjects.

should

confine himself strictly to handling his one wheeled vehicle."

M

) Mill Green, Md.
a Farmer, (Charles
"Although, as C. A. Green rightly says, land in the east can
be bought for about what it cost to clear it, yet I will admit that
all land is originally worth something. But it is true, even if single
tax men cannot see it, that there are improvements that become so
incorporated with the original value of land that it cannot be sepa-

From

Most

Attention This is the keystone to my objection.
other objections are small, being only natural conservatism.
rated.

!

make my meaning plain to my city
A man buys a sloping and rocky town

try to

'

C.

Is

?

There are

!

cultivated

farm as an indi-

Henry George has

to

He

acres of as fine soil as ever yielded to the plow.

Lincoln, Neb.

'

more

for his land.

have

and which he helps create only as a single item of the sum
total which makes up the community ?
Is not the second value,
however, an individual creation, the result of the application of
his labor, skill, and intelligence to the land ?
The first value, the
single tax would levy upon, the second it would not touch."

'

pay that

I

vidual,

Michael Corcoran,
Wheelbarrow

pay for breaking, as he didn't have to
raised a bigger crop and made a larger
Then he built a better house and barn and put up better
profit.
fences for he had more means to do it with. The next year he had
his entire tract under cultivation, and raised a good crop which
found a ready sale at a good price. In exchange he obtained much
valuable machinery, furniture, food, clothing, and other things
that he and his family needed. He has not yet been visited by the
enty-five dollars

both

value described, a value that arises

external to and separate from the
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It

questions are answered as they must be in the afifirmative
jet another.
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tion.

and transports
its

is

He

by an illustraremoves rocks

making a first-class building-site worth double
Years pass, the single tax becomes a law. This
rental value because it is then simply impossible

dirt,

original value.

man

friends
lot.

I will

taxed full

to estimate its original

AH

value.

com-

this is simplicity itself

We have stumps, stones,
pared with what goes on at the farm.
and, worst of all, rocks in abundance which also cost in 'abundance' to be removed. If your correspondents express the
'George Theory,' it is a great deal worse than I thought.
Mr. McGill
Friends of the single tax had better stop explaining.
puts the matter very smoothly, sympathizing with farmers, and he
Working farmers like Tom Clark would be benefited.' Beg
says,
pardon, but I cannot see it. Farmers would have to pay nearly all
the tax, for it cannot be truly denied that farmers own most all the
'

its original value, one acre of it is worth,
on the average, nearly as much as one acre of city land for man's
gregarious habits made the city land worth so much, and Mr. McThen remove the proGill strongly protests against taxing this.
Verily, would not
tective tariff, making more direct taxation.
farming be driven to the wall ? Statistics say that farmers wages

best land, and considering

;

average eighty-two cents a day

you show no mercy, none
law.

Yet,

single tax

if

;

do you want to lower them ? If
shown you. This is natural

shall be

given time, this state of things would right

men

would,

if

they could, force

it

on us

all at

itself,

once

witness read back numbers of the 'Twentieth Century.'
light of these

tax

men

remarks,

is it

not significant that nearly

are from the large cities

?

all

but

:

for

Ift

the

single
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"It is as repugnant and humiliating to me as to
you to look openly upon wickedness. I am ready to
do all that I can to deliver you from this trouble. Let
us calmly consider how this can be done. You cannot, in such a state of passionate feeling, decide what
would be good for you, for your judgment is not unbiased enough to choose your own course. To what
old house that a tenant rents or a landlord opens, do
not painful recollections attach? Even he who lives
a simple life in a strange neighborhood, cannot escape
Turn away your thoughts
the attacks of idle gossip.
It would not become
from that common woman.
either you or me to depart like fugatives on her account. What have we done, Use, to lose our self-respect ? There is only one wise method of dealing
with the evil work of foolish and perverse accidents,
Then
to go forward firmly and to care little for it.
the dissonance will pass away and perish of itself in
Those who allow themselves
the noise of daily life.
to be disturbed by it, increase it by their own sorrow.
Suppose that we were suddenly to leave this house,
you would carry away with you the feeling of having
left like one who had been conquered, and you would

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*
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CHAPTER
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and motionless; Mrs. Rollmaus
continuing her comforting words, but Use scarcely
seemed conscious of them.
It is not safe, Use, to teach young princes to use
the tuition
agricultural machines, and to fight duels
fee will be paid you doubly, and in new coin, as is the
custom of the courts.
There was a long and uneasy silence in the room.
Use looked wildly about then she took a cane chair,
and placed herself opposite to Mrs. Rollmaus, and her
" Do not let us talk any
fingers flew over her work.
more of such calumnies," she said. "What is your
son Karl doing? are you satisfied with his progress?
and how does he get on with the pianoforte? It would
be a good thing for him to understand something about
Use stood

silent

;

;

music."
Mrs. Rollmaus recovered her spirits talking over
she chattered on,

the dances that her son Karl played

and Use listened
in

silently,

;

counting over the stitches

her colored wool-work.

riage drove up.

Professor returned, and shortly after the carMrs. Rollmaus disappeared into the

be incessantly pursued by the consciousness of a discordant murmur behind us which would not be si-

next room to pack up her cap in the band-box, and
then took an eloquent leave of her dear friend, the

lenced."
" You speak coldly and wisely," exclaimed Use,

Professor.
Her last words to Use were
" It may be long before we meet again

you

The

me even though

deeply incensed
;

preserve

am

"

far from you."
solemn words of
parting our neighbor has spoken ?" asked the Pro-

your friendship for
"

What

is

meaning

the

I

"They mean

we

are in a house, to be within
an honest woman with horror
and dread," answered Use, with flashing eyes; " and
they mean that I wish to go away from here, and that
it is time for you to take away your wife from unwholethat

fills

some surroundings."
She told him breathlessly what Mrs. Rollmaus had
related, and what the beggar-woman had suggested.
"

own

I

am

ensnared, Felix," she exclaimed, " by

fault, I

am

sorry to say.

God knows

that in

" in spite of

you now had the self-possession

my
my

ger,

would

I

this

Use.
"

I

you

that.

Must I
But even
is

the

away and you remain

is

You know what binds me

Professor, " and

if

be, the sharer of

my

you were

here," exclaimed the

me what you ought

to

to

you had the same
the treasure which I seek, you

hopes, and

cess

if

would, like me, feel that I should not needlessly turn
away. Bear with this residence, dear Use, however
irksome it may appear to you," he continued encouragingly, " the longest period

pursue
;

my

powers

ror that

"
"

Do

is

past.

I

am

invited to

quest in the country-chateau of the Prin-

there

us free."

for years.

which

behind with your husband."
" I know the cause of this indifference," murmured

sharp pang seized the Professor as he saw his
wife struggling with agony, bitter enough to stun the
strongest soul of woman, and to crush the noblest

Translation copyrighted.

for

against the gossip of the weak, this residence

feet."

!

to tell

best defense, for the Prince

feeling for the value of

*

say, though,

very hour take you away.

now waste words with you

conduct towards the young Prince I had no thought
of bringing your wife into disrepute, but I have been
imprudent, and I am suffering for it horribly, horribly
Now I understand the forebodings which have tormented me for weeks past. If you love me take me
away quickly from here, the ground burns beneath my

A

what you

always admired you, you would not allow such unjust
complaints to pass your lips," replied her husband,
" You must know that if I saw you in dangloomily.

of these

fessor, astonished.

the walls of which

If

;

the injury your wife suffers."

little feel

anticipate that

I

I

shall find

what

will set

not go," exclaimed Use, approaching him

;

me in this dreadful insecurity, in a termakes me shudder at myself and every strange

do not leave

sound that

I

hear in these rooms."

XHE OPEN COURT.
"Terror," exclaimed
" terror of spirits.

the

Rarely

Professor,

among

is life

easy and comfortable as this residence

may be discord everywhere, and
we allow it to master us."

Do

"

it is

displeased,

strangers so

is

our

to us

own

;

if

"Yes, there are
pursue me, they hang day and night above
my head. Do not go, Felix," she exclaimed, raising
her hand "it is not the manuscript alone that allures
you, but the woman who awaits you there. This I have
known ever since the first day we came to this town.
I see how the magic of her superficial soul ensnares
;

I

have, until to-day struggled against this fear,

I had in my loved husband.
If
you go now, Felix, when I would like to cling to j'ou,
when I seek every moment for comfort from your
voice, I shall begin to doubt you and to have the fear-

from the confidence

ful

my

thought that

trouble

indifferent to you, be-

is

cause you have become cold to me."

What

"

are j'ou thinking

Use

of.

?" cried the scholar,

my wife that speaks thus ? when have
I ever concealed my feelings from you ? and can you
not read in my soul as in an open book ? Then, was
horrified

it

"is

;

it

heavy on your mind?

this that lay so

Just what

I

should not have considered possible," he said, frankly

and sorrowfully.

No, no," cried Use, beside herself; "I am unjust,
do not attend to my words. I trust you I
I know it
Oh Felix, I should be driven to decling to you.
spair if this support breaks under me."
"

;

;

!

She threw her arms around his neck, and sobbed.
her, and tears came into his

make

You speak

not prudent to do

is it

us free?"

Use released herself from

his embrace.

moment when I had
from your heart," she
" I know, Felix, that you do not wish to
said quietly.
give me pain, and I hope that you are true in what
you now say, and conceal nothing from me. But I
feel in the depths of my heart a long-accustomed pang
that has often come over me in sorrowful days since I
have known you. You think differently from what I
do, and you feel differently in many things.
The individual and his sufferings signify little to you in comparison to the great thoughts that you carry about
with you. You stand on a height, in a clear atmosphere, and have no sympathy with the anguish and
trouble in the valley at your feet.- Clear is the air, but
cold, and a chill seizes me, when I see it."
" It is the nature of a man," said the Professor,
more deeply moved by the restrained grief of his wife
than by her loud complaints.
" No," answered Use, gazing fixedly before her,
"

hoped

not go," cried Use again.

159:

point of view,

quickly what would

there

fault

spirits that

you.

Even from your

"

it is

sensibly at a

for a far different tone

only the nature of a scholar."

In

when

the night,

the scholar' had

sleeping, his wife rose by his side

been long
and gazed, in the

subdued light, on the countenance of her loved husband. She got up, and held the night-lamp so that
the yellow light fell on his peaceful countenance, and
large tears dropped from her e}'es on his head. Then
she placed herself before him, wringing her hands, and
striving to restrain the weeping and convulsions which
shook her body.

Her husband embraced

CHAPTER XXXV.

eyes at the grief of his wife.

Remain with me, my

"

weeping.
still
I

"

Do

not leave

me

a childish, simple heart.

have been

ill

ease here

at

cling to 3-ou,

and

from me.

know

I

I

;

Felix,"

continued

alone just now.

Have
I

I

have

patience with me.

do not know why.

I

tremble lest you should be alienated
that you are mine, and I struggle

with the fearful foreboding that

I

you here.

shall lose

When

you go out of the house, it seems to me as if I
must take an eternal farewell, and when you return, I
look doubtfully at you, as if you had changed towards
me in a few hours. I am unhappy, Felix, and unhapI have become weak
piness makes one distrustful.
and faint-hearted, and I am afraid of telling you, because I fear that you will on that account have less
respect for me.
Remain here, my beloved do not go
at least, not to-morrow."
to the Princess
;

—

"

If

not to-morrow," he said, cheerfully, " then the

next day, or some other day.
short journey.

we must

To

give

it

I

cannot forego this

up would be a wrong that

not take upon ourselves.

The

longer

I

IN

Use,

delay.

Use, the longer you will be kept within these walls.

When

.

THE princess's TOWER.

the Princess, at the urgent desire of her

had returned to her home, the illustrious family whose name she now bore made it a condition, not
only that she should pass some months of the year at

father,

the residence of her deceased husband, but that she

should have a special establishment arranged for her
in her father's capital.
A compact to this effect was
concluded, the object of which was undoubtedly to
secure to the young Princess a certain degree of in-

dependence.

In order to

fulfil

the agreement in ap-

pearance, a princely castle in the country was assigned
to the

Princess for a dwelling, as there was no suitable

building in the capital.

journey from the

cit}',

The

castle

was

at the foot of a

—

half a day's

wood}'

hill,

sur-

and villages a pleasant summer
residence.
The Princess had already spent some of
the months of her mourning there.
It was a warm day on which the Professor set off
to go to the castle.
The air had not yet become cool
after the storm of the night.
There were fleeting
rounded by

fields

XHK OPEN
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shadows and bright sunshine on the sky and earth

;

the thick clouds sometimes cast a grey covering over
the straight road along which the learned

but then again

it

him

lay before

like a

man passed

;

golden path,

leading to the longed-for goal.

Thus did dazzling

light

;

many

will read

deceptive appearances were,

Many

will

the possibility.

with regret resign the hope which the words

monk had inspired, yet none will
much as I shall. A thought which

so

how

with astonishment

how near

of the

my

occupied

fancy, and directed

my

feel this regret

has for years

eyes to one ob-

has gained the mastery over me. The free mind
plays with the thousand impressions of ancient
and modern times he restrains their power by the

ject,

man

of

:

balance of his reason and strength of his

with

me

old book has penetrated so deeply into

my

But

will.

a small image of the faded characters of an

the hope of obtaining
veins,

it

and the f6ar

know

my

soul that

makes the blood course through
of losing

my

paralyzes

it

eagerness

my

ener-

has
hardened me against the childish anguish of my wife,
and I myself have not become stronger since I have
trodden the uncertain path of the poacher. Every
one should be on his guard lest his dreams should diminish the sovereignty of his mind. Even the dreams
gies.

I

that

of the best hours,
self to a

is

too great

;

it

when a soul innocently devotes itmay turn a man away from the

great feeling,

straight path of duty, that lies nearest to him."

golden light broke over his countenance. " But
It is only a small portion of our knowlif it is found
edge of ancient times that lies concealed in it. And
!

would pour a flood of
light upon a landscape hovering in twilight, and several decades of ancient life would become visible to
just this discovery that

it is

our eyes with as distinct an outline as if they lay in a
nearer past. The discovery would solve a hundred
generation would rejoice in

seek, with revived energy, for

who

for her,

my

To her

also

new

ones.

Even

disclosures.

warm-heartedly in
wish the pleasure of this discovery.
would be forever a great remembrance,

at the castle shares so

anxieties,

that she

new

Every later
the great gain, and would

doubts, and excite a thousand

it

I

had taken a kindly interest

in the first labors

of the searcher."

Higher rose the mountains and more

came the

coloring of their masses.

The

meadows and groups

grassy

of trees,

the castle lay

A

straight before the eyes of the scholar.

massive,

old-fashioned tower crowned with pinnacles rose out

low wood

;

the afternoon sun shone above,

its

rays forming long streaks in the vaporous atmosphere.

The brown

walls stood out in the lonely landscape,

like the last pillar of a gigantic

fresh-looking

the

ruined castle

;

only by

stone muUions of the well-fitted

windows did one perceive

that

it

was a habitable

Adjoining the tower rose the small chateau,

abode.

with steeply-sloped roof and pointed windows

;

in its

moderate dimensions it formed a strange, contrast to
its massive companion
but in spite of the disproportion of the parts the whole formed a stately relic of
the middle ages.
One could well see that its walls
had afforded shelter and defense to many genera;

tions.

The

tendrils of the wild vine twined up to the roof
house and round the windows of the tower,
which rose in seven stories, supported by strong buttresses.
Thyme and grass grew above in the crevices
of the crumbling stone, but the grass which a few
days ago had covered the ground had been pulled up
and the court and doors festively adorned for the new
occupants. Banks of flowers and plants in pots were
placed around in profusion. There was only one corner in which the hasty work had not been finished,
and the remains of mossy green on the ground, and a
swarm of blackbirds that fluttered round the tower,
showed that the building had stood uninhabited in a
of the

lonely country.

A

yet

the road led again into the open country, through

of a

and dark shadows flit
through the soul of our .scholar. " The manuscript
will be found
it is concealed from us," he said to
" If it should
himself, and his brow became clouded.
not be found,

COURT.

brilliant

be-

line of hills in

the foreground stood forth from the misty distance

;

The Professor sprang from the carriage, the Marhim from the balustrade, and led him into

shal greeted

guest-chamber. Shortly after he
conducted him through a vaulted passage of the castle to the tower.
The Princess, who had just returned
the unpretentious

from' a wall, was standing, with her
hand, at the entrance of the tower

"Welcome

my

to

summer

Solitude," she said

;

the hour in which this old mansion opens

Here you stand

you.

have made myself
tower;

it is

at

at the entrance of

home

in

we

"happy be
its

my

doors to
realm.

I

almost every part of the

our female fortress.

doors are closed

hat in her

ladies can

When

these solid oak
found an Amazonian

kingdom, and without danger fire fir-cones upon the
whole male world, for this is the fruit that flourishes
best here.
Come, Mr. Werner, I will take you to the
place where your thoughts linger more willingly than
with children of the present."

A

winding stone staircase connected the stories

of

blue glimpses of the valley were visible through the
openings of the dark wood.
The carriage rolled

the tower, each of which contained rooms and closets

through a well-preserved forest a thick growth of
firs and pines shut out the prospect for a time
when

teriously to the staircase.

;

;

the highest was a

loft.

{

The

Princess pointed mys-

To be continued.')
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A CENTENNIAL PRAYER.
BY LOUIS BELROSE,

COURT.
Whose infant strength could strangle Hercules,
And shake the lofty throne of thundering Jove ?

JR.

Didst thou not bend before thy holy sign

O

THOU, beneath whose valiant hand

The conquest

The rabble hordes and yoke

spreads from land to land,

Thy victory and own thee lord
Thou in whose image gods were fair,
To thee, O man, I raise my prayer
;

Were

years of eager

toil

Has turned our wheels and

our

tilled

soil

Since, faithful to their proud decree.

Our fathers made us one and free.
And now we bid the world behold
Our wealth increased a hundred fold.

not thy altars laden with the deeds

!

!

Should blush

And

like a

years upon thy brow.
worn jade turn thee out to die
to see the

In the lean pastures of the Incognoscible.

to shrink the heart

How

it is that when a god
have done and ever must.
He cannot leave the government of earth
In younger hands, and quietly retire

And leave us like our fathers, strong
To love the right and hate the wrong.

Grows

While science with her dawning light
Makes dim the guiding star of night.

sad a thing

old, as all

by the break of day
Bewildered millions seek the way,
O keep us on the course begun,
And haste the rising of the sun

To some secluded region, far away
From all the strife and tumult of the world.
Thus would the many weaknesses of age
Go unremarked, and thus his waning days
Be peaceful, and his memory remain

Build us an

But no when once

his

And each new year

brings

His priests begin

tremble

And

baffled

!

Forever cherished
altar,

rock on rock,

in the hearts of

;

Whose time-defying strength shall mock
The winds and floods of doubt, 'till all
Have spent their weary force and fall
An altar where the true may bring
The true heart's wealth in offering.

their

to

prime

is

new

men.

reached and passed.

infirmities,

lest

the herds

They govern in his name should lift their eyes
And mark the dotage of their deity.
The fear that made them valiant in his youth

:

Beneath a single flag unite
The scattered bands that waste

?

Alas O god, how time has mocked and marred
And wasted thee that what is vile should dare
To prostitute thy name, and what is best

May memory of the sterner days
When virtue took the place and praise.
Make clear the truth that wealth, apart.
But swells the purse

?

Of fairest virtue and of foulest crime.
While men in every act, or great, or small.
Besought thy help, thy sanction, or thy grace
Yea, and though all thy ancestors were dead.
Did they not give thee immortality ?

!

A hundred

their fiery lust

Did not thy vicar reign upon the earth
Above the kings ? and make them fear thy wrath
More than the wrath of all their enemies ?

extremest ends record

'Till earth's

To work his will is then gone out of them,
And they who served him, then would make
The servant of their dear ascendancy.

might

his age

Against the leagued hosts of vice.
In unavailing sacrifice
" And, cast in some " more

At

:

To

human

Let the new cycle shame the old

" mould.
"*

first

a

little

fard

is

judged enough

hide time's ravage from the vulgar gaze.

But when the

faltering step and sightless eye
must end
Their bloated reign, oh, then begins a farce
To make the heart of honor bleed with shame.

!

Foretell the dissolution that

THE MOTTO ON OUR

COINS.

Haggard and wan, but tricked

BY LOUIS BELROSE, Jr.
\e

by

whose

iiijlucnce the Motto, " In

God we Trust," was

The god

coins of the United States.

is

tortured,

and when

all his

shape

!

And many who would worship

but have eyes.

Seeing these things, forget the glorious past

To scoff, and mock their long credulity.
And so till all have left him but the blind
And those who lead the blind — and then he

the die, less brazen than yourselves,

Altered your motto, and refused to stamp
" The God we Trust " upon the yielding gold

show

In palsied antics writhes, the priests cry out
" Behold the wondrous power of the Lord "

no shame that thus ye dare disgrace
The fleeting winter of a poor old god ?
That thus ye filch his venerable name
To deck your idol and to cover o'er
Your bestial rites with stale hypocrisy ?
Is there

Or has

for public

In hues fantastic like a mountebank.
j

dies.

Versailles, 1873.
?

NOTES.
when the thought
Of him ye now blaspheme had made you quake
And half forget your plotting in your fear.
But oh, how dimly burns thy smouldering hell
And

yet are days not distant

!

Poor shadow of a great divinity.
is the terror of the mighty hand

Where
^

John G. Whittii

'

Centennial

Hyn

Sympathizer's rejoinder to Wheelbarrow's answer will appear
in

No. 88 of

The Open Court.

Mr. Louis Belrose, Jr., of Washington, is a follower of
Auguste Comte in his first period. The two poems published in
this number may be considered as a poetical expression of his
philosophy.
We beg to differ from him concerning the idea of
God and have attempted to conceive it on the basis of positive fact=.
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